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Antiquax Fine Furniture Polish was originally formulated in the early part of the twentieth century by a master woodworker called Mr Elliott. 
In the 1920s he approached an antique gallery in New Bond Street, London and asked them to sell it for him.
Thanks to their connections in the fine art world, stately homes, museums and wealthy collectors around the globe used Antiquax products and it grew
into the internationally recognised Fine Furniture Care Range that it is today. 100 years later the same secret formula is still used on furniture in homes
worldwide.  Our sense of tradition is reflected in the unique excellence of our products. The continuous dedication and passion to care for fine furniture
have led to the introduction of superlative products. These include the highest quality waxes for your treasured wooden pieces of furniture and an
extensive selection of products designed to maintain and preserve contemporary furnishings.
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An exquisite range of polishes, oils and aerosols blended
from the very highest quality waxes and natural oils to clean,
polish and protect your wooden furniture.

Available in 250ml
Antiquax Natural Beeswax is based on pure natural beeswax for use on previously sealed surfaces and is made from
the highest quality waxes to clean, polish and protect wooden furniture.    
How to use: Simply use a clean lint free cloth and apply the Beeswax in the direction of the wood grain where
possible. To obtain a consistent finish, always wipe evenly, blending the Beeswax over the whole surface area.

Available in 100ml and 250ml
Antiquax Brown Wax is a solid wax based upon superlative natural waxes, specially designed to protect and
nourish dark woods such as Mahogany, Dark Oak and Teak. It provides a lasting and durable wax sheen to
craftsman standards.
How to use: Apply sparingly with a lint free cloth working into and along the grain. Allow to dry to a haze and
polish with a clean dry cloth, again, working along the grain to reveal the sheen. Repeat regularly to develop a
fine patina and enhance the grain.

Available in 100ml
Antiquax Lavender Wax Polish is a superior polish containing a blend of natural waxes and essential oils to improve
durability and protect all types of woods. It also contains an exquisite lavender fragrance.   
How to use: Apply sparingly, using a lint free cloth, in a circular motion. Work well into the surface and allow to dry to
a light haze. Remove by polishing in a circular motion using a clean dry cloth. 
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Available in 100ml, 250ml, 500ml, 5L & 250ml aerosol
Antiquax Original Wax Polish is a superlative wax polish blended from the finest beeswax and carnauba wax for
use on all fine natural woods and antique pieces of furniture. Antiquax Original Wax Polish penetrates and
nourishes wood. It enhances the grain and patina, whilst providing a lasting sheen with dust and fingerprinting
resistance.
How to use: Apply sparingly, using a lint free cloth, in a circular motion. Work well into the surface and allow to
dry to a light haze. Remove by polishing in a circular motion using a clean dry cloth.   
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Available in 500ml & 1L
Antiquax Original Liquid Wax Floor Polish is a premium non-silicone liquid wax polish designed to impart lasting
high levels of shine and foot traffic protection on all types of wood floors and panelling.  
How to use: Shake the container thoroughly. Apply sparingly to a clean, dry, lint free cloth and work along 
the grain of the wood, and into the joints, avoiding excessive wetting. Allow to dry, and buff lightly with 
a clean dry cloth. 

Available in 250ml
Antiquax Quick Polish is a wax free aerosol polish that is perfect for modern lacquered furniture. Use Antiquax Quick Polish for a fast,
efficient spray on - wipe off finish. 
How to use: Shake well before use. Spray evenly to the surface from a distance of 20 – 30cm. Wipe over the surface with a lint free cloth.
Polish with a clean, dry soft cloth folding repeatedly and buff until dry.  

Available in 200ml
Antiquax Furniture Cream is an aqueous cream cleaner blended from high quality natural waxes. It has been specially formulated to clean
and polish in one operation, providing a deep gloss on all pre-waxed and sealed lacquered furniture. In addition to its ease of application,
Antiquax Furniture Cream also deposits a protective layer that helps to maintain your treasured possessions for years to come.   
How to use: Shake container thoroughly before use. Apply to a lint free cloth and work over the surface in a polishing motion. Allow to dry
to a light haze then buff to a deep shine using a clean dry cloth.

Available in 200ml
A blend of pure oils in a refined coconut base that absorbs quickly into the wood enhancing its natural beauty, whilst penetrating the
wood to prevent moisture damage and leaving the area well protected.
How to use: Clean your wooden kitchenware using hot water and detergent. Scrub away any leftover food residues then rinse. Allow to
dry thoroughly then apply a light coat of the oil using a clean lint free cloth, working the oil into the wood.
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A traditional blend of ingredients designed to clean, polish,
revive, and protect leather.
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Available in 200ml
Antiquax Leather Cream has been specially formulated using natural oils with exceptional cleaning properties. It has
a pleasant leather aroma and keeps leather clean and supple, helping to preserve it for years to come.
How to use: Shake thoroughly before use. Apply with a lint free cloth, and allow Antiquax Leather Cream to penetrate
the surface. Buff using a clean, dry soft cloth. Repeat regularly.

Available in 100ml & 250ml
Antiquax Leather Soap is a blend of traditional waxes specifically designed to clean and prolong the beauty of leather.   
How to use: Shake thoroughly before use. Apply onto a damp cloth or sponge, and work into the surface developing a
weak lather. Remove excess and allow to dry. Polish using a soft, dry clean cloth to restore the natural finish. Where
serious deterioration has occurred, Antiquax Leather Cream should be considered. 

  

Available in 250ml. Black, Cream and Dark Brown
Antiquax Leather Re-Colouring Balm  restores the colour to faded and worn leather by simply rubbing in with a soft
cloth. It is suitable for use on all leathers except Suede and NuBuck. It re-colours areas that have been exposed to
sunlight or direct heat, is ideal for colouring cat scratches, and re-colouring worn, dry and faded areas.
How to use: Rub the balm into the leather in a circular motion and then wait for 5 minutes for the balm to properly
penetrate the leather. Buff over with a clean dry cloth. 
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Application AccessoriesApplication Accessories

A unique blend of waxes designed to enhance the
appearance of all polished stone, slate, and marble
surfaces, whilst adding a degree of protection.

Available in 100ml & 250ml
Antiquax Marble Wax is a blend of high quality fragrant waxes carefully selected to clean and polish marble, slate
and polished stone surfaces. It returns polished stone to its original lustre, restoring the 
original sheen. 
How to use: Apply sparingly, using a lint free cloth, in a circular motion. Work into the surface and allow to dry to a
light haze. Remove by polishing in a circular motion using a clean dry cloth.

Pack of 10
Made of synthetic rubber, Antiquax Nitrile Gloves are the better alternative to standard latex gloves. 
They boast superior puncture resistance and resist many hazardous chemicals.
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Superior polishes containing natural cleaning and polishing
agents, which give a brilliant shine whilst leaving a protective
film on metal pieces.

Available in 200ml
Antiquax Silver Polish is an easy to use product with a non-abrasive cleaning and polishing action. The natural compounds in its
formula will reduce surface wear whilst inhibiting further tarnish and discolouration. 
How to use: Shake the container well. Apply to a lint free cloth, and lightly polish the surface. Allow to dry to a light haze, and buff
to a bright finish using a clean dry cloth. 

Each box contains: 3 x 50g sachets
Turn the dirty, messy and time-consuming job of cleaning and polishing brass, copper or silver into a fast
and easy experience with these Antiquax cleaning baths. It does the work for you in minutes and even
works on engraved and filigree pieces. Dirt and tarnish float away right before your eyes and you don’t
even get your hands dirty. 
How to use: Place the un-opened sachet into a large plastic container in your sink. Put your tarnished
items into the container making sure all the pieces touch each other. Add sufficient water to cover the
items and leave for 5 minutes. Then just rinse in warm soapy water, and as you wipe each piece dry,
you’ll see it shine like new.
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Available in 200ml
Antiquax Copper and Brass Polish is created from a blend of natural ingredients to clean without an abrasive action. Therefore,
unlike conventional polishes, it will remove tarnish and discolouration without eroding the surface. It has excellent anti-tarnish
properties ensuring long life to your copper and brass.
How to use: Shake the container well. Apply to a lint free cloth, and lightly polish the surface. Allow to dry to a light haze, and buff to
a bright finish using a clean dry cloth.
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Available in 225ml
Antiquax Gold Dip is an acid free formulation that will remove tarnish from gold jewellery and small gold items. 
Regular use will ensure that your gold will maintain its original brilliant shine. Also for use on gemstones.
How to use: Immerse gold items in the jar until tarnish disappears (but no longer than 5 minutes). Rinse with water and
dry. If tarnish persists, re-dip and polish using a polishing cloth.

Available in 250ml
Antiquax Silver Dip is an acid free formulation that will remove tarnish from silver cutlery, jewellery and small silver
items. Regular use will ensure that your silver will maintain its original brilliant shine. Silver Dip is safe for use on
Sterling Silver, Sheffield Plate and Electro-plated Nickel Silver. Also suitable for copper. 
How to use: Immerse silver items in the jar until tarnish disappears (but no longer than 5 minutes). Rinse with water
and dry. If tarnish persists, re-dip and polish using a polishing cloth.
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Available in 500ml
Spray on and watch the dirt and dust fall off. Antiquax Crystal and Chandelier Cleaner is fitted with 
a special high capacity nozzle that allows the cleaner to spray further than conventional aerosols. 
This feature makes the process easier, faster and more economical. 
It also has a pleasant fragrance leaving fine and crystal cut glass surfaces with a streak free 
sparkling finish.
How to use: Always switch power supply off at the mains. If application is located over carpets, or
other decorative surfaces, place polythene sheet directly underneath the appliance then plenty of
newspapers, old cloths etc on top of it to catch and absorb drips and product “run-off”. Shake can
well, stand to one side and spray copiously. 
Allow to run off the appliance. Repeat if heavily soiled. Allow to dry naturally. Ensure any treated
appliance is thoroughly dry before switching power on.

Available in 250ml
Antiquax Mirror and Glass Cleaner is a product developed for fast and effective results. 
It has been formulated from carefully selected ingredients to keep your delicate glassware sparkling
clean and smear free. It is also recommended for use on Formica and many other plastics, glazed
ceramic tiles, and other reflective surfaces including stainless steel and chromium.   
How to use: Shake well before use. Spray evenly and lightly from a distance of 20 – 30cm. Wipe over
the surface with a lint free cloth. Remove with a soft dry cloth folding repeatedly, and buff until dry.

An excellent range of products that leave your mirrors,
windows, glass and chandeliers sparkling clean and smear
free. Quick sprays for an immediate shine.
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